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EUROSAI 2014
Workshops Round 4

Seminar Auditing
the financial crisis

1. What were the three
most surprising/
interesting topics in the
discussion?

Auditors should exchange (more heavily) views with
macro economics > auditors should learn from and
take into account the wider macroeconomic
perspective (more) and SAIs should work together

The financial crisis is not only a sovereign debt crisis (to
which the answer is / which can be solved with austerity
measures), but it is a bank crisis and a macroeconomic
growth on competitiveness crisis as well

Challenges (regarding auditing) the financial crisis for
SAIs exist: it concerns working in a new area of
financial reforms / measures and both FAs as well as
PAs are needed. E&A needs access to ECB

We have to change to stay the same
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Seminar Auditing
the financial crisis

WS 1 Map together the
corruption risks of the
public sector (Hungary)

Innovation:

Integrity survey (adoption of SAINT)
by questionnaire + visualisation

Purpose of the
workshop:

Discussion + pilot survey on potential
benefits on integrity survey

1. What were the three most
surprising/ interesting topics
in the discussion?

Visualisation increases openness on integrity

Using surveys in audits (for risk analysis)

Audit institutions are becoming more
like advise institutions

2. Description of atmosphere &
format workshop

Presentation

Visualisations

Group work

And discussion

Everybody was very enthusiastic
about the method and some want to
use it in their SAI

Everybody filled in a pilot
questionnaire and the results were
then presented

3. What will you take home from
this workshop in one sentence?

We need to not only look at the usual
suspects of corruption, but also other
organisations

Corruption is widespread and
awareness needs to be raised

4. What can we do to further
develop this innovation?

Use surveys more in audits, only
integrity as well as other subjects (risk
analysis)

Introduce integrity within audits

More specific thinking about integrity

Global program is being considered

"Corruption is similar to Colombo's
wife. everybody speaks about her
but nobody can see her"
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minutes presentations
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EUROSAI 2014
Workshops Round 4

Seminar Auditing
the financial crisis

WS 1 Map together the
corruption risks of the
public sector (Hungary)

WS 3 Information design:
balancing text, visuals and
numbers (The Netherlands)

Innovation: Information design

Purpose of the
workshop:

To inspire participants for information
design and to give them possibilities
to improve their report using more
visuals

1. What were the three most surprising/
interesting topics in the discussion?

Optimise your text: less is more

Visualisation of numbers or data can
be very simple to be effective

Learning by doing Training on te job!

Make it simple; don't let your readers
do the hard work

2. Description of atmosphere &
format workshop

Lively presentation

Making exercises (summarise an
article in 1 tweet)

Good participation

Good feedback on exercises

Very nice atmosphere

Lots of questions

Participants listened attentively

3. What will you take home from
this workshop in one sentence? A lot of inspiration

The tweet exercise

Cooperation with media

4. What can we do to further
develop this innovation?

Follow training

Reading books

Just start doing it

Promotion of the board and colleagues

Promote your champions

Limitations of report (max 25 pages)

WS 4 How to audit
wicked problems (Finland)

WS 5 Good practice
guides for public
managers (Germany)

WS 6 Measuring your
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WS 4 How to audit
wicked problems (Finland)

Innovation: A new approach to audit wicked problems

Purpose of the
workshop:

To discuss different approaches and news to
audit wicked problems: the new big / complex /
boundaries problems of our time, for example
the big economic crisis since 2008. How to
evolve our (SAIs) approaches on three levels

Organisation development

Management of audits

The audits themselves

1. What were the three most surprising/
interesting topics in the discussion?

Same kinds of problems SAIs are
experiencing: no longer possible to address
just one auditee who should solve a problem.

Not just one government program to
lead to certain results and outcomes,
but multiple programs. Step back and
try to get the bigger picture.

Interdependency of audit subjects.

2. Description of atmosphere &
format workshop

Atmosphere: open, different types of
wicked problems in all areas.
Recognition among participants.

Format: groups and fishbowl
discussions (one group talking, the
others seating in a broader circle
around them, listening)

3. What will you take home from
this workshop in one sentence?

We're trying new things, and don't know
where it's going - that's the new reality.

If we want to stay relevant, we need
to try new things.

Be creative! We need to be, to deal
with the problems we're faced with.

4. What can we do to further
develop this innovation?

Bring in knowledge from outside the SAIs, so
that we understand the problems better.

Different perspectives (from
stakeholders) are very important if we
want to address these wicked problems.
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the financial crisis

WS 1 Map together the
corruption risks of the
public sector (Hungary)

WS 3 Information design:
balancing text, visuals and
numbers (The Netherlands)

WS 4 How to audit
wicked problems (Finland)

WS 5 Good practice
guides for public
managers (Germany)

Innovation:

To help public managers to avoid to prevent typical
shortcomings in their work by using knowledge from
audit finding & gather them in the so-called good
practise guide website

Purpose of the
workshop:To share the model of creating a good practise guide

1. What were the three
most surprising/ interesting
topics in the discussion?

Providing a systematic way to use
audit findings for guidance for good
practises

General usefulness of good practice
guidance by the different SAIs

Publishing the good practice guidance so it
will be available for a broad audience

The concreteness of the topics mentioned
in the good practise guidance

2. Description of
atmosphere &
format workshop

Informative

Open atmosphere

Very well prepared

3. What will you take
home from this workshop
in one sentence?

Develop good practise guide in own country
with the help of the German example

For SAIs that are not allowed to publish their
audit findings, the good practise guide is a
way to inform the public anyways

To use the presented procedure of
the good practise guidance

4. What can we do
to further develop
this innovation?

The challenge of the good practise guide
is to keep it continuously updated

WS 6 Measuring your
performance (European
Court of Auditors)

WS 7 Working together:
with other public sector
auditors (Belgium)

WS 8 Change and
leadership in the
information era (The
Netherlands)
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Seminar Auditing
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WS 1 Map together the
corruption risks of the
public sector (Hungary)

WS 3 Information design:
balancing text, visuals and
numbers (The Netherlands)

WS 4 How to audit
wicked problems (Finland)

WS 5 Good practice
guides for public
managers (Germany)

WS 6 Measuring your
performance (European
Court of Auditors)

Innovation:
Measurring SAI performance

KPI or performance indicators

Purpose of the
workshop:Increase awareness of possible KPI's and pitfalls

1. What were the three
most surprising/ interesting
topics in the discussion?

Do not limit to one KPI, consider a set

The EGA collected by a survey of the
performance measures used by SAI

Link performance measure to
strategic objectives

2. Description of atmosphere &
format workshopInteractive table discussions

3. What will you take home from
this workshop in one sentence?

Strategic plan to be monitored
thoroughly performance measurements

Combine infographics with
performance indicators

4. What can we do to further
develop this innovation?

Exchange experiences of KPI with development
and measurement with other SAIs

Demonstrating better the value of the SAI

WS 7 Working together:
with other public sector
auditors (Belgium)

WS 8 Change and
leadership in the
information era (The
Netherlands)
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public sector (Hungary)
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numbers (The Netherlands)
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managers (Germany)
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performance (European
Court of Auditors)

WS 7 Working together:
with other public sector
auditors (Belgium)

1. What were the three
most surprising/ interesting
topics in the discussion?

Belgium

Cooperation between SAIs and
internal auditors is mostly informal

Conclusion of the joint paper

Lithuania

Internal relationship between SAIs &
internal auditors from different
partners and partners

2. Description of
atmosphere &
format workshop

Voting system with red and green cards.

Part of the presentation of Belgium in
the form of cartoons

At the end there was Belgian Chocolate

3. What will you take
home from this
workshop in one
sentence?

Cooperation between SAIs and
internal auditors is complicated and
looks like patchwork

4. What can we do to further
develop this innovation?

The role of SAI as a group auditor to
come to a principle of a single audit
based on trust and equality

WS 8 Change and
leadership in the
information era (The
Netherlands)
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Innovation:
Implementation of CIO role (Chief
Information Officer)

Purpose of the
workshop:

Inform (framework) about why and
how to implement CIO

1. What were the three most
surprising/ interesting topics
in the discussion?

CIO is not only about providing info to
others / press, but also about
collecting info for own SAI

CIO can't do it alone

CIO is not just about IT

2. Description of
atmosphere &
format workshop

Discussion already started during presentation

Group discussions about wether or
not to implement CIO role

3. What will you take
home from this workshop
in one sentence?

First you need to know why, then
how of having a CIO

Your CIO needs to take the different
roles (countervailing power, game
changer, fire fighter and connector)

4. What can we do to further
develop this innovation?

CIO demands attention

Exchange experiences between SAIs.

Each SAI should develop their own CIO
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